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Best Financier Awareness: Buying into Images of Breast Cancer  

     Steven Lema 

Women’s bodies have always been subjected to over-sexualization in American media in hopes 

selling more products and/or magazine copies within our capitalist economy. An advertisement 

for Breast Cancer Awareness was released in the Vanity Fair June 2012 edition with three fe-

male models posing nude (Rothchild). Cameras were arranged to frame the women’s lip-to-navel 

regions, accompanied by ribbons to highlight their breasts, becoming the focus of the shot and 

partially decapitating the models. The organization used adult heterosexual men’s fixation on 

breasts to gain the attention, support, and hopefully donations of a new demographic; one that is 

not normally affected by breast cancer directly. Although the advertisement for Breast Cancer 

Awareness generated the amount of attention they sought for the campaign, the establishment did 

not need to focus more on the aesthetic loss of breasts and their function towards men, rather 

than the confidence and lives of women lost due to Breast Cancer (Rothchild). The BCA cam-

paign could have featured an advertisement that emphasized the strength of women and unity of 

survivors, which would have accomplished the same idea. Therefore, this advertisement was 

marginally successful in raising Breast Cancer awareness.  

 

At first glance, one would not know what the advertisement was promoting because the female 

body seems to be the focal point of the 2012 campaign. The director intelligently incorporated a 

grey backdrop so the audience’s attention would be entirely on the nude models. The only pieces 

of clothing the women bear in the ad are three pink ribbons, the international symbol of Breast 

Cancer Awareness. Out of the three ribbons, two are placed alongside the outer models’ breasts 

to draw the audience’s eyes to these areas. The model in the middle, who seems to be a Breast 

Cancer survivor, an inference based on her indiscernible chest, has a ribbon near her hips. Inter-

estingly enough, the one model who does not have breasts, has a ribbon positioned next to her 

buttocks and hip area. Since her chest is not viewed as “sexy” anymore, the person in charge of 

creative directing placed a ribbon alongside the next area associated with sex appeal. The color 

scheme and camera angles combine in order to highlight the women’s body parts because appar-

ently, these assets are more important than the cause’s logo itself. 

 

The placement of words on the 2012 advertisement even suggests that Breast Cancer is not the 

focus of the photograph. The campaign’s slogan is strategically centered between two pairs of 

breasts, as if the photographer incorporated them as a frame. By turning pairs of breasts into a 

picture frame, the campaign feads into the trend of dehumanizing women in pop culture. This 

trend is also evident in the photographer’s choice to partially decapitate the models. As a result, 

the onlooker is forced to disregard the women’s faces and brains, and to focus on their bodies, 

reinforcing the idea that they are only to be known for their physical attributes. In contrast with 

the lettering, the audience can barely distinguish the words at the bottom of the page that were 

placed obviously next to the model’s buttocks, which turned out to be the company’s logo. The 

size of the logo and text in relation to the models’ bodies is fairly small, which reinforces the 

central point of the campaign: the beauty of women’s bodies, and what they can do for men (and 

other women). Our Bodies, Ourselves is a collection of personal stories and up-to-date infor-

mation that highlight the health, social and cultural issues surrounding women. In the third chap-

ter regarding body image, “The Criticism Continuum” asserts that with images like this, “We 
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internalize the message that as women, we will be defined by our looks and our size, not by our 

character, smarts, or accomplishments” (45). With semi-decapitated heads, no clothing, and the 

focus on breasts, girls and young women are bound to pay more attention to these superficial fea-

tures rather than the importance of personality, confidence, and intellectual studies. 

  

The Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign was founded by Evelyn H. Lauder, and has been col-

lecting donations and organizing fundraisers since 1992 in order to increase “action, education, 

and medical research” (BCAC). According to their website, the BCA Campaign currently is ac-

tive in over seventy countries, and has raised more than $53 million since its inception in a mis-

sion to defeat Breast Cancer across the globe (BCAC). I am not here to discredit or overlook all 

the achievements and work this organization has done for Breast Cancer awareness and research. 

I am, however, criticizing their attempts to gain more supporters. I expected an establishment as 

respected and recognized as Breast Cancer Awareness to go beyond what other advertisers do, 

and stay true to what it is they are trying to promote.  

  

In recent years, many Anti-Breast Cancer organizations have been selling all types of merchan-

dise bearing the label “Save the Ta-Tas” or “Save the Boobies.” Most of these organizations are 

associated with, if not grouped with The Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign.  

This merchandise is promoting that saving women’s breasts is more important than saving wom-

en’s lives. As a result, Breast Cancer is being interpreted from a heteronormative bias as more of 

a loss for men than women, and that’s obviously not the case. Breast Cancer is awful and should 

not be downgraded to only an aesthetic loss. There is a reason behind why people feel badly 

when they see a Breast Cancer Awareness ad; it is connoted with death, pain, and sorrow. This 

often leaves onlookers feeling the need to take charge and do something (which in this case 

means donating money). The photographer of this image used emotions associated to Breast 

Cancer and the BCAC logo to their advantage in order to appeal to audiences’ pathos and attract 

more attention. Although none of the merchandise is sold exclusively through the BCA Cam-

paign, with ideas like this circulating in society, and releasing an advertisement that reinforces 

this notion, Breast Cancer Awareness should be responsible in taking both ethical and creative 

direction for the future of their marketing. 

 

In spite of dehumanizing women and reducing them to body parts rather than people (Rothchild), 

The Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign achieved the attention they were seeking. The cam-

paign was geared toward men with its allure of the female body being the focal point in the high-

ly distributed advertisement. Almost every aspect of the photograph was begging for sexualized 

attention. The creators understood that although some men may develop Breast Cancer, many 

men are never directly affected by it. In order to gain support and donations, the creators had to 

launch an advertisement that raised awareness but also appealed to men. The advertisement’s 

main objective was to catch eyes, and spread awareness; and it did. I doubt building controversy 

was a part of BCAC’s initial plan, but it definitely profited more coverage and supporters. 

Whether someone talked about it in a sexism debate, saw it in a magazine, or talked about it with 

friends, the advertisement was being circulated. Although the campaign did what it aimed to do, 

I would have liked to have seen The Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign feature an advertise-

ment that highlighted hope, strength, and unity, as they have in previous years. I have too much 

respect for this organization for it to lose its supporters due to choices that seem commercially 
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smart but end up hurting a group of people or conveying a message that detracts from its under-

lying cause. 
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